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Got a new batch of hittin' pit today, sir. I'll send you the best I can find. - Sergeant Foley (Modern War® 2) Welcome to COD: 101, recruit! You are going to read a written version of the basic training to understand what the most common mechanics, sayings and other issues related to Call of Duty® - it's COD, in short -
are. This guide is additional information for those who raise Call of Duty: Modern Warfare as their first ever Call of Duty game, haven't played a game in a franchise for a while, or need retraining on the basics. Here we will offer definitions for the most common terms mentioned in our blogs - especially our start-up and
Basics series for beginners - in the game and in society. Let's get started: The game's basic mechanics and 2XP token elements are the time consumables that doubles your XP's multiplayer for a certain time. Earn 2XP tokens (also known as Double XP) by performing in-game tasks or by buying Activision codes from
participating retailers on the Call of Duty website. Use the 2XP token to equip it from a multiplayer menu. On the screen the timer starts ticking down in real time. The watch never stops even if you get out of the system, so only activate the marker if you plan to use the full amount of time! The app is an element that
attaches to a weapon that gives it a passive advantage and changes its appearance. An example of an attachment is Suppressor. Camo / Camouflage - a skin that only changes the cosmetic appearance of the weapon. Faction - The group to which your Operator belongs, either to The Loyalty or to the Coalition. In
Multiplayer, these are two teams in team game modes, so regardless of the operator you choose in each faction, you will play both. Field Upgrade is an opportunity or piece of equipment that gives you a tactical advantage during a multiplayer match. Field Updates charge during combat, with its charge being detailed in
the Field Upgrades menu. Gunsmith - In the Loadout menu, this is where you can customize the attachments of weapons and camouflage. Killstreak is a reward for receiving multiple murders in one lifetime during a multiplayer match. This reward can be something that offers an offensive advantage (i.e. a cluster strike)
or an in-game reconnaissance (i.e. A UAV). The operator can equip up to three Killstreaks. The number of kills to earn said the reward is detailed in the Killstreak menu. Loadout - What the operator uses in combat. This consists of two weapons (primary and secondary), as well as three admired and two pieces of
equipment (lethal and tactical). Ammunition - Ammunition Special Ops awards that can be used in the game. Ammunition can be equipped in two ways: Can equip up to three ammunition before a match by spending points that are won by playing a game or the player can find and activate ammunition but these munitions
are not stored after the mission is over. Activate ammo using a radial menu, and glasses will be spent when they are used. Operator - your character in the game. Optic is a device that offers an accurate image of the sight, aiming at the weapon. Some optics also offers a scaling level, making distant objects appear more
clearly, and increasing the switch, which allows you to switch between two levels of zoom. Perk (in download) is the passive ability or benefit provided to your Operator within load. One example is Overkill, which allows the operator to carry two main weapons in load. Perk (on weapons) is a passive advantage on a
weapon that does not change its appearance. Weapons per second can be chosen instead of attachment. Role is a position that a special Ops operator can take, which gives them active and passive ability. Roles offer unique advantages, such as additional offensive options or intelligence tools. Campaign game modes
- one-game play mode of modern warfare. Available through the main menu. Multiplayer is an online mode of Modern Warfare. Available through the main menu. Multiplayer includes: Fast Game - Limited core Multiplayer 6v6 and 10v10 game modes, here are some of the modes that you can filter in Fast Play:
Dominance - Capture and defend designated positions to earn points. Search and destruction - Teams take turns defending and destroying the target. No respawning. Cyberattack - Remove the EMP device and land it near the enemy's data center. Similar to search and destruction, but with a neutral bomb and reborn
mechanics. Recommended playlists - Separate playlists that offer unique and fun game modes. Private match - online or offline arena where you can play with friends or against A.I. with custom rules. Ground War - Large-scale conflict involving vehicles. Capture and hold goals to score. Capturing goals opens up space
for spawning ahead for your team. Similar to Domination, but with big goals. Gunfight - Small team, multi-stage cage matches. The downloads are either rotated every two rounds or created by collecting items on the map (on-site purchase) Special Operations - Co-op Mode modern warfare. Available through the main
menu. Special operations include: Operations - four players jointly optional experience, set in the massive city of Verdansk with several goals. Missions - one to four players tactical experience. Less than surgery. Survival is The Player vs. Enemy Horde (Exclusive to Playstation 4 until October 1, 2020). COD Lingo ADS -
Aim down attractions. This happens when the target button is pressed; it narrows fire weapons for more accurate shots. Double Weapon XP - When The condition is active, you will earn experience points twice the speed for the level of the weapon. Double XP - When this state is active, you will earn experience points
twice as much as for your credited rank or rank officer, and/or level player. Earn Double XP tokens by performing in-game tasks or buying Activision codes from participating retailers on the Call of Duty website. Use the 2XP token to equip it from a multiplayer menu. On the screen the timer starts ticking down in real time.
The watch never stops even if you get out of the system, so only activate the marker if you plan to use the full amount of time! Recruited Rank is the first track of progression rank you will experience in modern warfare. Go to enrollment ranks to unlock new weapons, perks and equipment to use in your loads, as well as
Killstreaks and field updates. Caps at rank 55 and are not reset. Completing Moves is a powerful melee attack, performed by holding a melee button for an unsuspecting opponent. Flank - When you take a side path (left or right) to confront the enemy. Hip Fire - Opposite ADS. This is when you shoot a weapon without
aiming, which is faster than aiming sights, but can be less accurate. Identity - Menu settings in barracks where you can equip a business card and emblem - two personalization images for your profile in the game - as well as equip in-game gestures and sprays that are emotions to further personalize your in-game
operator. NVG - Night vision goggles. Use night-time maps and missions. Officer Rank - Seasonal progression track 100 tiers unlocked after reaching rank 55 in the credited ranks. Full Officer Calls is unlocked with each rank to earn tapes that are constantly displayed in your profile. It resets every season. A player level
is a number that indicates your overall level of experience, which increases either by moving up the enrollment or rank officer or reaching additional player level limits after reaching the top level of the credited ranks (up to season 1) or the rank of officer (during any season). Season is the period of time when new content
such as weapons, multiplayer maps, and community events will be available. This is also where you will progress to officer ranks. Spawn - Where your operator is loaded onto the map, either at the beginning of the round or after death. A weapon level is a progressive system separated from the player's, rank, and rank.
Increase your weapon level by causing damage to these weapons to unlock attachments and camouflage. We hope that this short glossary, as well as our basics and the beginning of the series, gives you enough to fall in Call of Duty: Modern Warfare. Otherwise, check out Activision Support for any further questions.
See you on the Internet; stay frosty. For more information and up to date on Call of Duty®: Modern Modern Check: www.callofduty.com, www.youtube.com/callofduty and follow @InfinityWard and @CallofDuty on Twitter and Instagram and Facebook. For more information about Activision Games, follow @Activision on
Twitter, Facebook and Instagram. In: Call of Duty: Black Ops Quotes Edit Share No Mistakes - Start Match Stay Focused. Stay Alive - Start Match Capture Goals - At the beginning of objective gamemode Our only goal is mission - Start Match Gameplay Results edit source Edit source Keep fighting! We won't get
another chance at this! - Time is nearing expiration and the team is losing We are in danger of losing this! - Enemy team score is higher than this team We can't lose here. Bring it next time. - Defeat We did not come here to lose! - Defeat Good team work! - Winning is a good team job. We did a great mission. - Victory
We took the lead! - After taking the lead Call of Duty: Black Ops, community content quotes are available according to CC-BY-SA unless stated otherwise. Edit Share Except for some early games where a player is killed in single player mode (except for death messages or mission botched messages) in the Call of Duty
series, the screen blurs with sound and inspirational utterances or military related sayings shown in quotes. It is sometimes shown that the price of a military weapon or vehicle gives an idea of how much money is needed to finance the war. In Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare, all utterances are related to the game's storyline.
Call of Duty: Modern Warfare Remastered as part of the Time Paradox Easter Egg may include several new quotes pertaining to the future. Here are all the quoted statements shown in the Call of Duty Series. The quotes were not used in any of Treyarch's games (except Call of Duty 3 and Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 for
Blackout mode), Call of Duty: Ghosts, Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare and Call of Duty: Wwii. These quotes are also visible when a player successfully finishes a level, for example, in Call of Duty 2. Never in the field of human conflict has so much owed so much so little. - Winston Churchill's success is not final, failure is
not fatal: it is courage to continue that counts. - Winston Churchill In war there is no prize for second place. - General Omar Bradley Our World of Nuclear Giants and Ethical Babies. We know more about war than about peace, more about murder than about life. - General Omar Bradley Soldier above all prays for peace,
because it is a soldier who must suffer and bear the deepest wounds and scars of war. - General Douglas MacArthur They died hard, these wild men - like wounded wolves in fear. They were dirty and they were lousy and they stun. And I loved them. - Douglas Douglas We must be prepared to make heroic sacrifices in
ourselves for the sake of peace, which we do in a careless way in war. There is no task that is more important or closer to my heart. - Albert Einstein War is an ugly thing, but not an ugly thing. Decline and degrade the state of moral and patriotic feeling, which thinks that nothing is worth the war much worse. A man who
has nothing for which he is willing to fight, nothing more important than his personal safety, is an unhappy being, and has no chance of being free if made or kept so effortless by better people than himself. - John Stuart Mill Future Years will never know the hirtual hell and black hell background, countless minor scenes
and interiors of the war for secession; and it's better that they shouldn't. A real war never gets into the books. - Walt Whitman There's no honorable way to kill, no gentle way to destroy. There's nothing good about war. Except it's over. - Abraham Lincoln The death of one man is a tragedy. The death of millions is a
statistic. - Joseph Stalin Death solves all problems - neither man nor problem. - Joseph Stalin In the Soviet army it takes more courage to retreat than to advance. - Joseph Stalin Is stupid and wrong to mourn the dead. Rather, we should thank God that such people lived. - General George S. Patton Never think that war,
no matter how necessary or justified, is not a crime. - Ernest Hemingway Every Man's Life ends the same way. These are just details of how he lived and how he died, what to distinguish one person from another. - Ernest Hemingway All Civil Wars wars because all men are brothers. - Francois Fenelon I have never
advocated war, except as a means of peace. - Ulysses S. Grant Elderly people declare war. But these are young people who must fight and die. - Herbert Hoover Only the Dead saw the end of the war. - Plato's Death is nothing but to live vanquished and unsalted - it means to die daily. - Napoleon Bonaparte It is good



that the war is so terrible, or we must love it too much. - Robert E. Lee Soldier will fight long and hard with a little colored tape. - Napoleon Bonaparte The one who is afraid of being conquered is sure of defeat. Napoleon Bonaparte You don't have to fight too often with one enemy, or you will teach him all your art of war. -
Napoleon Bonaparte Tam Cemetery in northern France where all the dead boys from D-Day are buried. White crosses reach from one horizon to another. I remember looking at him and thinking it was a forest of graves. But the rows were such, dizzying, diagonal, completely straight, so in the end it was not a forest, but
a garden of graves. Nothing to do with nature, except for human nature. - Barbara Kingsolver If we do not turn the end of the war, the war will end for us. - H.G. Wells Out of My bodies, bodies, will grow, and I am in them, and it is eternity. - Edvard Munch The one who has a thousand friends has no friend to spare, and
the one who has one enemy will meet him everywhere. - Ali ibn-Abi-Talib For the Angel of Death spread his wings to the explosion, and breathed in front of the enemy as he pass'd; And the eyes of the sleepers wax'd deadly and cold, and their hearts, but as soon as heaving, and forever grew still! - George Gordon
Byron, Destruction of Sennacherib They wrote in the old days that it is sweet and appropriate to die for your country. But in modern warfare there is nothing sweet nor setting in your death. You will die like a dog for no good reason. - Ernest Hemingway There is a lot of boy here today who looks at war as all glory, but,
boys, it's all hell. You can carry this warning voice to future generations. I look at the war with horror. - General William Tecumseh Sherman War is as much punishment for the punisher as it is for the sick. - Thomas Jefferson War will end if the dead can return. - Stanley Baldwin When you have to kill a man, it costs
nothing to be polite. - Winston Churchill's Battles won the carnage and maneuver. The more the general, the more he contributes to the maneuver, the less he demands in the carnage. - Winston Churchill's Story will be kind to me because I intend to write it. - Winston Churchill We will defend our island, regardless of the
cost may be, we will fight on the beaches, we will fight on the landing site, we will fight in the fields and on the streets, we will fight in the mountains; we will never give up. - Winston Churchill When you get to the end of the rope, tie the knot and hang on. - Franklin D. Roosevelt Hero is no bolder than the average man,
but he's a bold five minutes longer. - Ralph Waldo Emerson Our greatest glory is not to never fail, but to grow every time we don't. All men have wandering impulses, fits and generosity begins. But when you decide to be great, observe yourself, and not weakly try to reconcile with the world. Heroic cannot be common nor
common heroic. - Ralph Waldo Emerson If the opposition disarms, good and good. If she refuses to disarm, we will disarm her ourselves. - Joseph Stalin's goal of war is not to die for his country, but to die for him another bastard - General George S. Patton Better fight for something than live for nothing. - General
George S. Patton's Courage fear of holding for a minute longer. - General George S. Patton We are a lucky few, we are a group of brothers / For he is today that sheds his blood with me / Will be my brother. - William Shakespeare, King Henry v Cowards die many times before their death; Valiant never tasted death, but
- William Shakespeare, Julius Caesar Never interrupt the enemy when he makes a mistake. - Napoleon Bonaparte there are only two forces in the world, sword and spirit. In the long run, the sword will always be won by the spirit. - Napoleon Bonaparte There one day spring out of the brain science machine or force so
terrible in its capabilities, so absolutely scary that even a man, a fighter who dares torture and death in order to inflict torture and death, will be shocked, and therefore give up war forever. - Thomas A. Edison No atheists in , this is not an argument against atheism, it is an argument against the trenches. - James Morrow
Live as Brave People; and if luck is unfavorable, before her blows with brave hearts. - Cicero Courage and perseverance have a magic talisman, before which difficulties disappear and obstacles disappear in the air. - John quincy Adams Courage is being scared to death - but sitting down anyway. - John Wayne First of
all, never be afraid. The enemy that forces you to retreat himself is afraid of you at that very moment. - Andre Maurua I never did, but one prayer to God, very short: 'Lord, make my enemies funny. And God provided it. - Voltaire Protection of the rights of others is the most noble and beautiful end of man. - Kalil Gibran,
The Voice of the Poet He wins who tolerates. - Percius is better to die on your feet than to live on your knees! - Emiliano zapata You know the real meaning of the world only if you went through the war. - Kosovar Those who have long enjoyed such privileges as we enjoy to forget in time that men died to win them. -
Franklin D. Roosevelt In war there is no alternative to victory. - General Douglas MacArthur War is a series of catastrophes that lead to victory. - George Clemence In War, the truth is the first victim - Aeschylus Incoming Fire has the right way. Unknown Humanity must put an end to war, or war will put an end to humanity.
Just who stayed. - Bertrand Russell Ship without Marines, like clothes without buttons. - Admiral David D. Porter, USN Press is our main ideological weapon. - Nikita Khrushchev whether you like it or not, history is on our side. We're going to bury you! - Nikita Khrushchev If the enemy is in range, so you. - Infantry
magazine Cost of one Javelin missile: $80,000 - Unknown Cost of one Tomahawk cruise missile: $900,000 - Unknown Cost of One F-117A Nighthawk: $122 Million - Unknown Cost of One F-22 Raptor: $135 Million - Unknown Cost of One Ac-130U Gunship: $190 Million - Unknown Cost of One B-2 Bomber: $2.2 Billion -
Unknown Yet To Eat men, there will be wars. - Albert Einstein's goal to the enemy. - Instruction printed on the U.S. missile launcher I think the human race should think about killing. How much evil do we have to do to do good? - Robert McNamara Any military commander who is honest will admit that he makes mistakes
in the use of military power. - Robert McNamara You can make throne bayonets, but you can not sit on it for long. - Boris Yeltsin The deadliest weapon in the world is the Marine Corps and his rifles! - General John J. Pershing Concentrated power has always been an enemy of freedom. - Ronald Reagan is the one who
stands on just a cause. cannot be named a terrorist. - Yasar Arafat Nothing in life is so exciting to be shot without a result. - Winston Churchill's War is delightful for those who have not yet experienced it. - Erasmus Friendly fire, is not. - Unknown Diplomats are just as important at the beginning of the war as soldiers for its
end. - Will Rogers I think the technology is morally neutral until we apply them. It is only when we use them for good or evil that they become good or evil. - William Gibson All it takes for evil to succeed for good people to do nothing. - Edmund Burke Commander in this area is always right, and the rear echelon is wrong,
if not proven otherwise. - Colin Powell Freedom is not free, but the U.S. Marine Corps will pay most of its share. III will be fought, but the Third World War will be fought with sticks and stones. - Albert Einstein The truth is that you always know what to do. The hard part is doing it. - Norman Schwarzkopf If you know the
enemy and know yourself, you don't need to be afraid of the results of a hundred battles. - Sun Tzu Almost all people can withstand adversity, but if you want to check the character of the person, give him power. - Abraham Lincoln If we can not convince peoples with comparable values of the dignity of our cause, we
better reconsider our reasoning. - Robert McNamara's Tree of Freedom should be updated from time to time with the blood of patriots and tyrants. - Thomas Jefferson If the wings travel faster than the fuselage, it is probably a helicopter, and therefore unsafe. - Unknown Five second fuses only the last three seconds. -
Infantry log If your attack goes too well, you go into an ambush. - Infantry magazine No battle plan survives contact with the enemy. - Colin Powell When the pin is pulled, Mr. Grenade is not our friend. - U.S. Army Training Notice Man May Die, Nation May Grow and Fall, but the idea lives on. - John F. Kennedy Leader
sets an example, not force. - Sun Tzu If you can't remember, the clay is pointed at you. - Unknown There are only two kinds of people who Marines: Marines and the enemy. Everyone else has a supportive opinion. - General William Thornson, the more Marines I have around me, the better I like it. - General Clark, U.S.
Army Never forget that your weapons were made at the lowest price. - Unknown Keep looking below the surface of the performances. Don't shy away from it just because you may not smell what you find. - Colin Powell Try to look unimportant; they can be low on ammunition. - The infantry magazine Peace will not
accept dictatorship or domination. - Mikhail Gorbachev of Tirana always has a small tinge of virtue; they support the laws before destroying them. - Voltaire Heroes can't be bolder than anyone else. They just braved five minutes longer. - Ronald Reagan After all, it was luck. We were close to nuclear war, and luck
prevented it. - Robert McNamara Some people live all their lives and wonder if they ever made a difference in the world, but the Marines don't have this problem. - Ronald Reagan Is generally impractical to throw directly above the area you just bombed. - U.S. Air Force Marshal We sleep peacefully in our beds because
rude people are ready at night to visit violence on those who will harm us. George Orwell (Wrong, was written by Richard Grenier) If you fail first, call an airstrike. - Unknown Tracers work in both directions. - U.S. Army Decree Team Needed, it gives them other people to shoot at. - Unknown Real and long-term victories
are the victories of peace, not war. In war, you win or lose, live or die, and the difference is just eyelashes. - General Douglas MacArthur You can tell civilizations, for in every war, they kill you in a new way. - Will Rogers They will not be a period of training with nuclear weapons. Make one mistake and you are going to
destroy the nations. - Robert McNamara It doesn't take a hero to order people into battle. It takes a hero to be one of those people who go into battle. - General Norman Schwarzkopf Any soldier worth his salt should be anti-war. And yet, there are things worth fighting for. - General Norman Schwarzkopf It is fatal to enter
any war without the will to win it. - General Douglas MacArthur Let your plans be as dark and impenetrable as night, and when you move, fall like lightning. - Sun Tzu Anyone who really wants to go to war has really never been there before! - Larry Reeves Whoever says the sword never came across an automatic
weapon. - General Douglas MacArthur Who does not miss the Soviet Union has no heart. The one who wants him back doesn't have brains. - Vladimir Putin: My first wish is to see this plague of humanity, the war banished from the earth. - George Washington Cluster bombing of the B-52 is very, very, accurate. Bombs
are guaranteed to always hit the ground. - UsAF Ammo Troop If a man has done his best, what else is there? - General George S. Patton Breaking the radius of a hand grenade is always one foot larger than your jump range. - The unknown Tyrant always speaks as if he is keeping the best interests of his people when
he is actually acting to undermine them. - Rumman Kenun Every tyrant who lived believed in freedom - for himself. our country is worth dying in a war let's decide that it is really worth living in peace. - Hamilton Fish Nationalism is an infantile disease. It's the measles of humanity. - Albert Einstein We must not confuse
dissent with disloyalty. - Edward R Murrow I will fight for my country, but I will not lie for it. - As we express our gratitude, we must never forget that the highest appreciation is not to utter words, but to live by them. - John F Kennedy Eye for an eye makes the whole world blind. - Gandhi Traditional nationalism cannot
survive the division of the atom. One world or not. - Stuart Chase If you want a symbolic gesture, don't burn the flag; wash it. - Norman Thomas Nation is divided, half patriots and half traitors, and no one can tell of which. - Mark Twain Patriotism is your belief that this country is superior to all others because you were
born in it. - George Bernard Shaw If you are ashamed to stand on your colors, you better look for another flag. at first, though sweet, bitter era long back on itself recoil. - John Milton Citizen of America will cross the ocean to fight for democracy, but will not cross the street to vote... - Bill Vaughan Patriotism supports your
country all the time and your government when he deserves it. - Mark Twain I love America more than any other country in this world; and it is for this reason that I insist on the right to criticize it constantly. - James Baldwin ... dissent, rebellion, and all around the hell of raising remain the true duty of patriots. - Barbara
Ehrenreich Principle is ok up to a certain point, but the principle does not do any good if you lose. - Dick Cheney If trauma should be done for a man it should be so serious that his revenge should not be afraid. - Machiavelli Before you embark on the path of revenge, you must first dig two graves. - Confucius It is
unfortunate that to be a good patriot must become an enemy Humanity. - Voltaire Ask not what your country can do for you, but what you can do for your country. - John F Kennedy Revenge is profitable. - Edward Gibbon Patriotism destroys history. - Goethe I would not say that the future is necessarily less predictable
than in the past. I think the past wasn't predictable when it started. - Donald Rumsfeld I only regret that I have only one life to give for my country. - Nathan Hale Live Well. This is the biggest revenge. - Talmud We know where they are. They are located in the area of Tikrit and Baghdad and in the east, west, south and
north a few. - Donald Rumsfeld I was born an American; I will live an American; I'm going to die an American! - Daniel Webster Patriotism is changing, from a noble devotion to moral madness. - WR Inge Easy to take freedom for granted when you have never had it from you. - Dick Cheney's Man's Feet should be
planted in his country, but his eyes should survey the world. - George Santayana One good act of revenge deserves another. - John Jefferson You can't get ahead until you get even. not only the men he produces, but also the men he honors, the people he remembers. - John F. Kennedy Patriotism is an arbitrary
reverence for real estate above principles. - George Jean Nathan Soldiers usually win battles and generals get credit for them - Napoleon Bonaparte War fear hidden in courage. - General William C. Westmoreland In the world, sons bury their fathers. In war, fathers bury their sons. - Herodotus Don't get angry, get even.
- John F. Kennedy Is a man who will not risk his life for something that does not deserve to live. - Martin Luther King Infinite Warfare edit source Common utterances edit source SDF does not allow women to serve as soldiers, only in supporting roles. - {2} 15 years of military service are mandatory for all men of the SDF,
starting at the age of 12. - {2} Admiral Kotch is the original speaker of the Front's infamous motto, Death is not a disgrace {2} The secessionist wars were initiated by Sdf to withdraw from UNSA 30 years ago. - {2} {2} Salen Kotch was the youngest recipient of the Iron Sword Front. The Settlement Defense Front has
900% more soldiers than UNSA. - {2} SDF was formed decades ago to ensure martial law on its territory in the world. - {2} Front of Defense of Settlements chose its name to give the appearance of a noble outsider. {2} - {2} SDF ranks citizens by loyalty to the regime. {2} - {2} Salen Kotch was a supporter of the
construction of the super-carrier Olympus Mons. Veritas. - {2} Olympus Mons is the largest combat class warship ever built. - {2} The Settlements Defense Front operates forced work camps throughout the solar system. - {2} SDF backed pirates to steal cargo bound for {2} Earth. it is the year 31, counted after secession.
- {2} SetDef radicals used terrorism to expand their influence on the moon, {2} Salen Kotch climbed to the top of the 22,000-meter shield of Mars Volcano Olympus Mons, which became the namesake of its warship. - {2} members of the SDF Council are elected for life. - {2} Mars aeternum means Mars is forever {2} {2}.
smuggling in the SDF. - {2} SDF soldiers use an experimental drug that allows fighters to march 55 miles (88.5 kilometers) without fatigue. - {2}SDF High Council editing source Earth born hinders the progress of the SDF doctrine. - SDF High Council Mars control control over Mars Land is the only measure of correct and
wrong. - SDF High Council SDF State is the only solid absolute in the solar system. - SDF High Council Freedom has no place in the light of our sun. - SDF High Council Citizen and Soldier Function are one. - SDF High Council Freedom is a sign of stupidity and cowardice. - SDF SDF High Council Freedom is a major
Land born flaw. - SDF High Council All Earthen must submit unconditional obedience without exception. - SDF High Council SDF activities should focus on putting an end to a free Earth. - SDF High Council Let's use a dagger, bullet and bomb to prove the winner. - SDF High Land Council outstayed its welcome. - SDF
High Council Salen Kotch 'edit the source our world starts-them dies. - Admiral Salen Kotch Those who want to live must wage war, and those who do not want war do not deserve to live. - Salen Cotch Death is not a disgrace. Salen Kotch We don't grieve for the dead, we arm the living. - Salen Cotch Land will not be
allowed to support industry, support the economy, or afford to rearm. - Salen Kotch Any regime with no intention of waging war is pointless and useless. weave the ropes from which they hang. - Salen Cotch SDF Proverbs edit source Days of individual happiness have passed away. - SDF proverb Victory outlasts the
truth. - SDF proverb Modern War Remastered edit source In one shot, one kill if the player succeeds in killing Makarov, but unable to shoot Imran zahaev, one of the following will appear instead of a failed mission screen. The future affects the present as much as the past. - Friedrich Nietzsche You cannot escape the
responsibility of tomorrow by dodging it today. - Abraham Lincoln explore the past if you would determine the future. - Confucius Do your duty a little more, and the future will take care of itself. - Andrew Carnegie Links noted. call of duty sayings warzone. call of duty sayings multiplayer. call of duty sayings mw2. funny
call of duty sayings. popular call of duty sayings. iconic call of duty sayings. call of duty zombies sayings. call of duty killstreak sayings
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